
Feeding the Roots
A four day silent retreat with insight teacher Jess Huon.

18th – 22nd Nov 2015
Far South Wilderness Lodge. Strathblane (near Dover) Tasmania

 ‘. . . trees roots rest in infinity, but do not lose themselves there. . . they struggle with all 
the force of their lives. . . to fulfill themselves according to their own laws, to build up their 

own form, to represent themselves, to flourish wildly. . . ‘ Herman Hesse



Base cost & dana – your monetary contribution enables Jess to continue her work. 
Contact: Maddy 0408257751     Email: madeleinegoodwolf@gmail.com

Jess Huon (www.jesshuon.com) has been engaging in meditative and embodiment practices 
since she was seventeen years old in Asia, Australia, Spain, and the USA. She has trained in 
traditional Buddhist monastic settings and also within long periods of solitary forest practice. 
Holding a bachelor of Creative Arts, (VCA), and a post grad in the therapeutic arts practice, 
(RMIT), Jess brings traditional teaching alive in a fresh, accessible, and transformative manner. 
A natural orator, her talks have been described as “street language for the soul.” Whilst deeply 
informed but not bound by tradition, her style is grounded in contemporary life. Jess is currently 

under the tutelage of Sofia O Diaz, a master in female embodiment in the SA. Jess teaches regularly with the 
Melbourne Insight Group,  (http://www.melbourneinsightmeditation.org/)

In many diverse traditions spiritual life is likened to the growth of a magnificent tree. How does the path 
of meditation laid out by the Buddha feed the roots for our wild flourishing. How do we harness and 
respond to the evolutionary principle that moves through our own being in order to ride the edge of 
our own growth? Together, as modern people dealing with the complexities of every-day life, we will 
explorepractices that support us to stay connected to a deeper reference point of life –deeper that habitual 
reactivity - our roots resting in infinity - whilst remaining active agents in the world.
 
Teachings will draw on the teacher’s direct experience, Buddhist vipassana, metta heart practices, and the 
poetic traditions. Guidance and support will be offered through meditation instruction, relaxation practices, 
connected movement classes, one -to one interviews, group discussion, dharma talks, meditative singing 
and dancing.


